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PURPOSE: To assess the reliability and comparability of functional MR imaging and magnetic source imaging for mapping the somatosensory cortex. METHODS: Parallel studies were performed in eight volunteer subjects in whom both hemispheres were measured with the use of painless tactile stimulation of the tip of each index finger. Magnetic source imaging was performed using a 37-channel biomagnetometer; evoked magnetic fields were analyzed using the single-equivalent dipole representation to ascertain the neuronal source. Functional MR imaging was performed on a 1.5-T MR unit. Blocks of images during periods of rest and activation were acquired using gradient-echo echo-planar imaging. Correlation analysis identified pixels in which signal intensity correlated with the stimulus function. A subsequent requirement for spatial connectivity of activation was imposed to reduce the random occurrence of pixels satisfying the correlation criteria. RESULTS: Using temporal and spatial statistical criteria for activation, we found that functional MR imaging showed activation in 11 of 16 hemispheres. In three cases, this was accompanied by activity either frontally or ipsilateral to the stimulus. Magnetic source imaging showed parietal contralateral location in all 16 cases. Where successful localization was achieved with both methods, the separation between sources appeared to be between 1 and 4 cm. Functional MR imaging localizations tended to lie more superficially than the magnetic source imaging localizations. Performance of a simple motor task, rather than use of somatosensory stimulation, resulted in a cortical signal change detectable with a similar functional MR imaging approach in all cases, suggesting the more robust nature of this stimulus. CONCLUSIONS: Functional mapping of the somatosensory cortex can be achieved with functional MR imaging or magnetic source imaging. Functional MR imaging yields more spurious locations and fails to show localization more often. If neuronal signal propagation pathways are of interest, the temporal resolution of functional MR imaging alone may be inadequate. A combination of magnetic source imaging and functional MR imaging may allow improved sensitivity, fewer false-positive results, and high spatial and temporal resolution.
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Clinical implementation of echo-planar imaging (1, 2) combined with appreciation of the blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) (3–5) contrast mechanism has given rise to a rapid explosion in functional magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of the cortical response to peripheral stimulation and cognitive task performance (6). These studies tend to involve stimulation paradigms lasting from seconds to minutes, with high-speed MR images being acquired at a frame rate on the order of one per second. The BOLD contrast mechanism relies on the fact that an increase in regional cortical blood flow occurs in response to task performance or stimulation but that this is not accompanied by a concomitant increase in local tissue oxygen extraction (6–8). This consequence can be detected with magnetic susceptibility (T2*)–sensitive imaging sequences such as gradient-echo
and echo-planar imaging (9–13). The hemodynamic response to stimulation is not instantaneous but rather has a time constant on the order of a few seconds and thus essentially limits the meaningful temporal resolution achievable in such studies.

However, studies of the electrical activity associated with brain function have demonstrated that significant events occur within tens of milliseconds of stimulus presentation (14–24). Particularly if the goal of a study is to track the propagation of signal from one brain area to another, higher temporal resolution is required. Electroencephalographic studies with scalp-placed electrodes, while providing such temporal resolution, may not be adequate for locating the neuronal current source.

Magnetoencephalography shares the high temporal resolution of electroencephalography, being limited only by analog-to-digital conversion rates (typically, 1 to 4 kHz). However, since it detects the magnetic rather than the electric component of the extracranial field, it can form the basis of a more robust method of neuronal source localization, provided an array of magnetic field detectors can be used to cover sufficient spatial extent to allow adequate modeling of the current source. When source localizations modeled from the magnetoencephalographic signal are registered with high-resolution MR imaging, the resulting magnetic source images display functional information in an anatomic context (15, 21, 25).

One of the important clinical applications of functional brain imaging is presurgical mapping to allow definition of eloquent cortex in relation to mass lesions that may be treated by resection or by alternative nonsurgical approaches, such as focused irradiation (gamma knife) or chemotherapy/radiation therapy, according to the mode of activation in all studies. In both MR and magnetic source imaging environments, a compressed air-driven balloon diaphragm was clipped to the tip of the index finger of the subjects’ left and subsequently right hands. The diaphragm was driven with bursts of compressed air (15 to 30 psi) lasting approximately 30 milliseconds and repeated at an interval of 0.5 to 1 second. Additionally, to test the adequacy of the functional MR imaging and analysis strategy, functional MR imaging was used to observe the cortical activity associated with the performance of a simple motor task, involving the flexion of the index finger, reported by many groups as providing a reliably reproducible response.

**Functional MR Imaging**

Functional MR imaging was performed on a 1.5-T system equipped with gradient coils that can produce ±20 mT/m with a rise time of 230 mT/m per millisecond, which allows echo-planar imaging capability.

For functional MR imaging studies, periods of activation were interleaved with similar periods of rest. Each period, or block, was of 20 seconds’ duration. Throughout the entire protocol, multisection echo-planar images (128 × 128 matrix, 40 × 20-cm field of view [FOV]) were acquired with a period of 2.5 seconds between successive images of the same section. Thus, eight multisection image sets were acquired during each 20-second block according to the paradigm below (R represents a multisection image set acquired during rest and A during activation).

In each multisection set, five sections with a thickness of 7 mm and an intersection gap of 3 mm were acquired in an axial plane covering an area from the corpus callosum to the vertex. In addition to gradient echo-planar imaging (2500/60/1 [repetition time/echo time/excitations]), spin-echo (2500/100/1) echo-planar imaging sequences were obtained in three subjects.

**Functional MR Imaging Postprocessing**

The series of functional MR images were analyzed in the following manner. The first four images were discarded to eliminate signal intensity variations arising from progressive saturation. Subsequently, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, signal intensity variations over the course of the series were detected using comparable stimuli.

**Materials and Methods**

All studies were performed with the approval of our Institutional Human Studies Committee. Eight healthy volunteers (three women and five men; mean age, 30 years; range, 25 to 36 years) were studied with both MR imaging and magnetic source imaging techniques. Functional MR imaging and magnetic source imaging examinations were performed on separate occasions and analyzed by a single reviewer. For four subjects, magnetic source imaging data were analyzed before functional MR imaging and in the other four, analysis order was reversed. Analysis of functional MR imaging and magnetic source imaging data for any individual subject was not performed on the same day.

**Stimulation**

Painless tactile stimulation of the fingertips was used as the mode of activation in all studies. In both MR and magnetic source imaging environments, a compressed air-driven balloon diaphragm was clipped to the tip of the index finger of the subjects’ left and subsequently right hands. The diaphragm was driven with bursts of compressed air (15 to 30 psi) lasting approximately 30 milliseconds and repeated at an interval of 0.5 to 1 second. Additionally, to test the adequacy of the functional MR imaging and analysis strategy, functional MR imaging was used to observe the cortical activity associated with the performance of a simple motor task, involving the flexion of the index finger, reported by many groups as providing a reliably reproducible response.

**Functional MR Imaging**

Functional MR imaging was performed on a 1.5-T system equipped with gradient coils that can produce ±20 mT/m with a rise time of 230 mT/m per millisecond, which allows echo-planar imaging capability.

For functional MR imaging studies, periods of activation were interleaved with similar periods of rest. Each period, or block, was of 20 seconds’ duration. Throughout the entire protocol, multisection echo-planar images (128 × 128 matrix, 40 × 20-cm field of view [FOV]) were acquired with a period of 2.5 seconds between successive images of the same section. Thus, eight multisection image sets were acquired during each 20-second block according to the paradigm below (R represents a multisection image set acquired during rest and A during activation).

In each multisection set, five sections with a thickness of 7 mm and an intersection gap of 3 mm were acquired in an axial plane covering an area from the corpus callosum to the vertex. In addition to gradient echo-planar imaging (2500/60/1 [repetition time/echo time/excitations]), spin-echo (2500/100/1) echo-planar imaging sequences were obtained in three subjects.

**Functional MR Imaging Postprocessing**

The series of functional MR images were analyzed in the following manner. The first four images were discarded to eliminate signal intensity variations arising from progressive saturation. Subsequently, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, signal intensity variations over the course of the series were detected using comparable stimuli.
were correlated with the stimulus function (26) to determine the \( r \), correlation coefficient, and the corresponding \( t \) statistics. A \( t \) test was then performed to determine the significance of the correlation. Correlations were regarded as significant if \( P \) was less than \( .01 \). Further, a spatial constraint was imposed. To eliminate spurious random activation noise, it was required that at least five contiguous pixels (with no geometric constraints) be similarly correlated (27). This effectively placed a requirement for the cortical extent to exhibit BOLD-related signal enhancement to exceed \( 5 \times 0.7 \times 0.31 \times 0.16 = 0.17 \text{ cm}^3 \).

Magnetic Source Imaging

Magnetoencephalography was performed using a 37-channel biomagnetometer positioned over the parietal portion of each subject's head, contralateral to the stimulation site. Data were collected in 300-millisecond epochs, centered on the stimulation trigger, with a sampling rate of 297.8 Hz per channel. Two hundred fifty-six to 512 epochs, collected with identical stimuli and pseudorandom interstimulus intervals in the range of 500 milliseconds to 1 second, were averaged to improve signal-to-noise ratio. Latencies within the range of 30 to 70 milliseconds after stimulation onset were examined. Extracranial magnetic fields were modeled by using the single-equivalent dipole method to obtain the spatial coordinates of the neuronal current source (21). The anatomic location of the activity source was found by coregistration with high-resolution three-dimensional gradient-echo MR imaging, using anatomic landmarks (nasion, left and right preauricular points) marked during magnetic source imaging examination, and used to define the magnetic source imaging spatial reference frame. These landmarks were subsequently identified on the high-resolution MR image, and the appropriate spatial transformation matrix was calculated and applied to magnetic source imaging source localizations (Fig 1).

Results

With a total of 16 stimulation sites (eight subjects, left and right index finger independently stimulated), functional MR imaging did show pericentral sulcal localization in 11 cases; of the stimulations that failed to elicit a detectable functional MR imaging response, one case was bilateral and the remaining three were unilateral. Magnetic source imaging showed satisfactory localization in all cases (Fig 2), satisfying standard clinical criteria for model-data agreement (correlation coefficient, \( > .98 \); statistical confidence volume, \( < 1 \text{ cm}^3 \); latency range, 30 to 70 milliseconds). Furthermore, all magnetic source imaging localizations were found to lie close to the central sulcus (the anterior bank of the postcentral gyrus being the presumed origin of this type of early component of the somatosensory evoked neuromagnetic field). Erroneous ipsilateral and frontal/premotor activation was detected with functional MR imaging in three cases; this was inherently avoided with magnetic source imaging by the spatial position of the detector probe and its restricted FOV. It is clear from Figures 3 through 6 that functional MR imaging and magnetic source imaging localizations appear in accordant gyri and at similar axial levels. There was an observed tendency for the functional MR imaging localization to lie more superficially than the magnetic source imaging location, attributable to the signal contribution from sulcal veins. Figures 3 through 6 show examples of functional MR imaging and magnetic source imaging localizations corresponding to similar, tactile stimulation of the left and right index fingers. A typical time course of signal intensity changes from pixels, identified on such overlay maps as activated, is illustrated in Figure 7. The tendency toward spurious artifactual localization with functional MR imaging is illustrated in Figure 8A, which shows apparent significant activation of anterior areas in response to stimulation of the right index finger; the corresponding postcentral localization identified with magnetic source imaging in response to a similar stimulus is shown in Figure 8B. Figure 9 illustrates the potential for false-negative results with functional MR imaging. In that subject, there was no clearly identifiable activation with functional MR imaging; however, magnetic source imaging provided a reliable postcentral localization with a similar stimulus (Fig 9B). In the three subjects in whom spin-echo echo-planar imaging was performed with a similar stimulus protocol, no significant activation was detected using the above statistical approach. This observation is in accordance with the reduced signal-to-noise ratio expected from the spin-echo experiment, associated with its (desired) insensitivity to signal from larger (venous) structures (28–30). Further investigations probing the experimental paradigm (number of activation/rest images) required to elicit robustly detectable signal changes on spin-echo echo-planar images are underway.

Discussion

Mapping of the sensorimotor cortex provides the neurosurgeon with vital information regard-
ing the functional organization of cortical tissue, particularly in the planning of a surgical approach route for the resection of mass lesions, epileptogenic tissues, and other intracranial anomalies (24, 25, 31–33). Both functional MR imaging and magnetic source imaging offer a potential for noninvasive preoperative cortical mapping. The purpose of this study was to compare the two techniques for the reliability with which they allowed description of the sensorimotor cortical organization.

It is worth considering the scale of the neurosurgical requirement: it is rarely required to define sensory or motor homuncular organization precisely, but rather to identify areas of somatosensory and motor control in general (24, 25, 31–33). In many cases this reduces to a “functional” identification of the central sulcus, separating the precentral from postcentral gyri. Even in healthy volunteers and with high-resolution anatomic MR imaging, the central sulcus is not always unequivocally identifiable; it is certainly the case that in the presence of mass lesions, sulcal and gyral definition is commonly degraded (34). It is particularly in these cases that identification of functional organization assumes such importance, and thus anatomic-based morphologic methods alone are unlikely to be adequate for presurgical mapping (33, 34).

Functional MR imaging offers attractive benefits for clinical cortical mapping. Most neurosurgery candidates undergo a preoperative MR examination, and therefore a functional mapping protocol could simply be incorporated into

Fig 1. Magnetic source imaging. Extracranial magnetic fields associated with intracranial neuronal currents subsequent to peripheral stimulation or task performance are detected and digitized with a temporal resolution of approximately 3 milliseconds (A) using an array of 37 highly sensitive detectors mounted above the head. At an instant in time, single dipole modeling of the current source predicts the magnetic field pattern at the sensor array (B). Least-squares fitting is performed to find the best current-dipole description within a latency range of 30 to 70 milliseconds after the stimulus. The coordinates of this neuronal source are transformed to allow overlay of this point (arrow) on a high-resolution anatomic spoiled gradient-echo MR image (35/5) (flip angle, 30°; section thickness, 1.5 mm) (C).
the standard, avoiding the need for a separate study and associated errors of image coregistration (as well as penalties associated with time and cost). Furthermore, the sensitivity of functional MR imaging does not vary with the depth or geometric extent or orientation of the activated source and so it is appropriate for use with a wide variety of stimuli to map a range of primary and associated functional activities. Some regions (eg, brain stem and perisinus frontal lobe) may be less successfully imaged with functional MR imaging, since the technique is inherently sensitive to magnetic susceptibility (this is indeed the basis of the signal increase observed in response to stimulation, the BOLD effect). In these anatomic areas, however, this sensitivity leads to image distortion and signal-voiding magnetic susceptibility artifacts, associated with interfaces between media with different magnetic susceptibilities (specifically, air, bone, and tissue).

To achieve clinical utility, it is necessary to have functional MR imaging coverage of more than a single anatomic plane or section. This is particularly important in cases in which functional areas might be displaced from their expected anatomic site, either by mass lesions or adaptation. To this end, multisection or 3-D approaches should be advocated. To achieve this and maintain adequate temporal resolution (on the order of 1 to 2 seconds), echo-planar imaging sequences are required. Conventional gradient-echo imaging, while providing appropriate contrast, cannot satisfy such multisection capabilities without incurring a loss of temporal resolution.

A number of statistical approaches for the analysis of functional MR imaging data have been proposed (9, 12, 26). All share the common goal of identifying pixels within the image that respond to stimulation or task performance. Since the observed response is only on the order of a few percent and image signal-to-noise ratio itself may be poor, these methods must attempt to provide a rigorous basis for the unequivocal identification of cortical activation. Simple subtraction of “resting state” from “activated state” images generally suffers from inadequate signal intensity difference compared with random image noise. To counter this, several acquisitions in each state may be averaged (9). However, this necessarily reduces temporal resolution. If a large number of images is acquired while a periodic stimulus is applied, a Fourier transform of the image series may be performed to identify pixels with signal intensity variations of a similar periodicity. Following the method of Bandettini et al (26), we performed a correlation analysis in this study, which allows identification of pixels whose signal intensity variations correlate significantly with the stimulus presentation. However, a simple temporal correlation is insufficient (with a threshold of \( P < .01 \), an image matrix of 128 \( \times \) 128 may contain many random or false-positive correlations). Thus, we invoked a requirement for spatial connectivity, reducing the frequency of such correlation noise. This spatial connectivity or clustering algorithm has been modeled recently by Forman et al (27), who concluded that isolated false-positive pixels could be effectively eliminated with this approach.

Locations of neuronal activity based on magnetoencephalographic data were analyzed using the single-equivalent dipole approach. This simplification of the neuronal environment, although not a faithful description of human brain activation, has been widely used because of its practical implementation (21, 35, 36). Furthermore, several studies have indicated that in the case of simple cortical processes, such as the primary response to somatosensory stimulation, the model provides adequate accuracy of location compared with alternative standards, such as invasive electrocorticography (24, 34). Additionally, when anatomic landmarks are used to define precentral and postcentral gyri, magnetic source imaging was able to identify
Fig 3. Left index finger stimulation: functional MR imaging (A) and magnetic source imaging (B). Pixels identified as activated by functional MR imaging are overlaid on acquired gradient-echo echo-planar image (echo time, 60; flip angle, 90°; FOV, 40 × 20 cm; matrix, 128 × 128). Magnetic source imaging locations are overlaid on a spoiled gradient-echo MR image (35/5) (flip angle, 30°; section thickness, 1.5 mm).

Fig 4. Right index finger stimulation (same subject as in Figure 3): functional MR imaging (A) and magnetic source imaging (B). Pixels identified as activated by functional MR imaging are overlaid on an acquired gradient-echo echo-planar image (echo time, 60; flip angle, 90°; FOV, 40 × 20 cm; matrix, 128 × 128). Magnetic source imaging locations are overlaid on a spoiled gradient-echo MR image (35/5) (flip angle, 30°; section thickness, 1.5 mm).

Fig 5. Right index finger stimulation: functional MR imaging (A) and magnetic source imaging (B). Pixels identified as activated with functional MR imaging are overlaid on an acquired gradient-echo echo-planar image (echo time, 60; flip angle, 90°; FOV, 40 × 20 cm; matrix, 128 × 128). Magnetic source imaging locations are overlaid on a spoiled gradient-echo MR image (35/5) (flip angle, 30°; section thickness, 1.5 mm).
the central sulcus by the postcentral location of
the single-equivalent dipole representing the re-
sponse to somatosensory stimulation (33). The
single-equivalent dipole model provides an es-
timate of a single current source that might give
rise to the measured extracranial fields. The
modeling process involves the nonlinear least-
squares fitting of dipole strength, location, and
orientation to minimize the difference between
observed and predicted extracranial fields
(based on Biot Savart law computation). The
fitting process provides a measure of data-
model correlation and goodness-of-fit and 95%
confidence volume. In accord with previous in-
vestigators, we chose to accept dipole locations
that satisfied the observed data with a confi-
dence volume of less than 1 cm³ and with a
correlation coefficient of r greater than .98 (30,
37–39). Clearly, changing such dipole selection
criteria influences the rate of localization suc-
cess.

In our study, somatosensory stimulation with
painless pneumatic tapping to the fingertips
proved inadequate for routine use with func-
tional MR imaging (69% acceptable locations),
although in the 11 of 16 instances in which
localization was shown, good correspondence
with magnetic source imaging and anatomic
expectation was found. Thus, it seems that fail-
ure to find localization results from poor signal-
to-noise ratio and statistical power rather than
to an inherent inability of the technique. Fur-
thermore, incomplete spatial coverage (five
sections with a thickness of 7 mm and a 3-mm
separation were used) and weakness of the
stimulus itself might account for some of the
failures. Stronger, but still painless, somatosen-
sory stimulation methods are under develop-
ment. Also, although attempts were made to
provide identical somatosensory stimuli for
functional MR imaging and magnetic source im-
aging studies, the pressure and duration of the
stimulus pulse, as well as the interstimulus in-
terval, may have varied in the different operat-
ing environments (the magnetic source imaging
stimulus was computer-generated and auto-
matically regulated; however, to operate in the
strong fringe fields of the 1.5-T magnet during
functional MR imaging, the stimulus generation
system was manually driven). This issue con-

Fig 6. Left index finger stimulation:
functional MR imaging (A) and magnetic
source imaging (B). Pixels identified as
activated by functional MR imaging are
overlaid on an acquired gradient-echo
echo-planar image (echo time, 60; flip an-
gle, 90°; FOV, 40 × 20 cm, matrix, 128 ×
128). Magnetic source imaging locations
are overlaid on a spoiled gradient-echo MR
image (35/5) (flip, 30°; section thickness,
1.5 mm). Both techniques show agree-
ment on the superior level of somatosen-
sory digit representation in this subject.

Fig 7. Typical functional MR imaging signal intensity changes
in activated pixels as a function of activation state. This example
coresponds to subject in Figure 5 and was obtained by measuring
signal intensity changes in the region of interest indicated in
Figure 5A.
cerning stimuli also should be considered in comparisons between other functional imaging techniques. Alternatively, simple motor task performance seems more reliable, having provided 16 of 16 successful locations with functional MR imaging.

The general agreement between the two techniques is encouraging, particularly when considering the different physiological aspects they probe (hemodynamic versus electrical activity). The lack of precise colocalization might be anticipated, especially because to achieve detectable functional MR imaging we adopted the gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequence with its dominant venous contribution. It seems likely that the early poststimulus negative BOLD effect, seen as signal loss caused by increased tissue oxygen uptake immediately before increased cerebral blood flow (40), might compare more closely with the locations on the magnetic source images. However, this effect was not studied with our 1.5-T system. Furthermore, the simplistic magnetic source imaging modeling adopted (single-equivalent dipole) limits the confidence of magnetic source imaging location to a few millimeters (38).

Improved magnetic source imaging modeling strategies with more complex current source descriptions might become feasible if limited in range by some prior spatial knowledge, provided, for example, by functional MR imaging (41). However, clearly strict spatial constraints imposed by functional MR imaging should be avoided, because of underlying physiological differences. Although not specifically required in the application of presurgical mapping of the sensorimotor strip, it also appears that the temporal resolution of magnetic source imaging might allow the elucidation of temporal sequences of multiple sites of activation identified...
by functional MR imaging (and inherently time-averaged and thus unresolvable in time and apparently simultaneous with this technique). Thus, the combination of techniques, even without the requirement for strict spatial colocalization, might provide valuable information about neural signal propagation, unobtainable from either method alone.
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